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SUMMARY

The analysis described herein was undertaken as a Tart of an irivesti-
gation of low+ene ity fIbrous core materials for sandwich conetruction.
In this investigation It was found that honeycomb structures exhibit prcm=
ise as core materisls because of their high strength-weight ratios. A
formula has been derived that reduced considerakly the amount of testing
necessary to evaluate the effectiveness of verious filmous materials of
which the honeycoml cores were made. This formula relates ccmq?mssive

b strengths of honeycomb cores having the same cell shape but having various
combinations of size of cell and thickness of cell wall.

...-—

., This analysts is yartly emptiical,being based upon data obtained from
tests of plywood panels. It was applied successfully to resin-impregnated
papers, but should be verified for materials greatly different frcm these
before it is applied generally.

INTRODUCTION

Tke hcneycomb–t~e stiuctures used in this investi$ation Wre m~e.
by bondi~ toget.hersheets of corrugated resin-impregnated yap6r as in–
dfcated in figure 1, witk the m.lls of the cells made of the resin-
impregnated paper, the resiriscementing succeeding sheets. In use, the
axes of the cells me perpendicular to the faces of the sandwich. The
honeycomb cere must have sufficient compressive and t.ensilostren&th in

-.

the direction of the axes to hold the facir~ materials at the desired
separation and prevent them frcm wrinkling when subject to cunpression O*
she= acting in planes perpendicular b tho axes of tie cells. . —-—

● In such a horieycombconstruction the shape and size of the cells and
the thickness of the cell walls can be varied. A change in any one of
these may be expected to change the strength of the honeyccmb. A fo~tiq.

.
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has been derived that
cores having the came
of cell and thickness
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relates”compressi+estrer.ths
cell shape but having various
of ce”llwall.
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among such hcneycgmb ‘
comhinatione of s~ze

experimental verification of thts fomnula make posei-
IiLea reduction of the tasting required to esta%lish values of ccm~rcssive
strengths for various hcneycomb constructions, inasmuch as tests of one —

ccmbkatlon of variables make it possible to ccznputithe st.rer@h of any
construction in whioh the cell shape and the material of the cell wal16
are the same.

,.

Thie inve~ti~ation, conducted at the Foi4est Products Laboratory,
was syon.soredby and conducted with the financial assistance of the
National Advieory Committee for Aeronautics.

THEORETICAL ~IVATION Cl?FORMULA

The development of the formula Is as followE: #

It is assumed that under compremion each cell %iil will act kdeperx!i-
ently like a plate supported along its edges and loaded at its ends and
that the compressive strength of the honeyoomt will be determined by the ‘“
failing stress of the plate.

The critical %uckling stress of such a plate is expressedby the
following formula (reference 1)

where

Pcr
critical stress of @ate

a width of “~late

h thickness of plate

(1)

-..——

E modulus of elasticity of the material
,

K a constant dependtng upon the type of edge suyport of the ylate

For the formula to be ~enerally applicable to honeycomb ccnstructiws, th ●

value of K must take into accowt the narrow walls of iloublethickness attihe
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, junctions of crmrugations, the wider walls of s@9e thic~e~s. arA~fi~
fact that the wider wslls msy be curved rather than flat.

In general, eqerience *d ohgervatiom show that the fa3LiW s~ess
exceeds the critical lmckllng stress. To get an estimate cf tkis GXCC?6S,
uee is made of data from tests of plywood ae given in ta%le 28 cf PeJfor-
enca 2. These data are plotted logarithmically in figures 2 and 3 wh~ch
relate to loadings parallel and pcqendicular, respectively, to the face
grain of the plywood. In each figure the abscissa is the observed critical.
stiess erilthe ordlrite is the average stress (across the widtlhcf the plati)
atfailure, each expressed ss a ratto to the compressive strength of the
plywood. It is evhient that the @otted points, which cover a wide r+
cn the abscissa scale, can be represented with reasonable accuracy ly a
stiaight line. An additional line was drawn through the point 1,1 at a
slope of 1 to 1 in each graph. Ordinates to the itnes-with a sloye of 1 ‘- ““ -
to 1 represent the stress at which buckling will occur, since th98e lines
pass through points for which the abscissas equal the ordinates. The same
data ere shcwn upon rectan~ar coordinates in figures 4 s@. 5.

It may be noted that the two lines in each figure crass at @bout the
proportional limit of the ma-&er&l.(about two-thirds of the compressive
strength) w-d that the slopes of the curves of stress at failure are

.—

each about cne-third. A g;od approximation of the data is
. equation,

where

P average stress at failure

Pu compressive strength of material

% proportional limit of material.

Equation (3) may give values of p greater fian PUZ
.

not valid in the range in which it does. It iS valid O-

critical stress is less than the proportional lbit of the
is shown by the plotted points in figures 2 to 5..

given by the

(2)

(3)

-.

and it iS

if the ccmqmted
material, as
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By substitution of equation (1) in (3),

and the specific compressive strength is

where g iH the specific gravity of the .tipregnatedpaper,
may also be considered the specific compressive 8t&ength of
con~truction, since .-

NACA TNHc. 1231 . ““

,

Pa p—m.—
.& g —

. (4)

(5}

and Fg

a hocey~acb

where p
E

is the apparent compressive strength h qounde per 9quara

inch and ga is the apparent syecific gravity of the core conetructicn.

Yquation (5) contains the width of the plate a and the thickmas
of the cell wall h. Since the plates in practical hcneycmmb cored are
not flat, it M impossible to determine the proper widths of the indi-
viii.ualplates, Thie width, however, can be considered proportional to
any cross--sectionaldimension of the cell. The propcrt~onality factir
will be different for cells of different dxaye, but will not chszge
with cell size or wall thickness. For purposes of convenience in ccg--
nection with cores made of corrugated sheets cemented together, the plate
width a will be considered as proportional b t~e&oight of the co_m-
gation a, that is,

a = na (6)

It is difficult to measure accurately the thickness of the cell
walls in a honeycunb core. This thickness, however, can be expresmd
in terms of the apparent specific gravity of the core and the specific
gravi~y of the material from which the”core ia made. TM apparent
epecific gravity ctui be calculated frcm the weight ~d gross dmnsicns
Gf a piece of the core, and
calculated from the weights
in a liquid.

the specific gravity of tke mattmlal can be
of a piece of the core in air and submmwed

.

—

.-

,

.-
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Figure 6 is a sketch of a section of a half cell, or one ccmplete
● corrq.jatfm of the corrugated material used in the manufacture cf the

core. The weight of this section is

5

w= ruahbgq

where q is the density of water and r, u, a, h, and b are as shown
in the figure.

The gross volume of the piece shown in figure 6 is

v=(a+h)uab

and the apparent specific gravl~ is

Then
.

,

●

{7)

h ga—=
a rg - ga

(8)

in which r is the ratio of the developed (original) length of the cor-
rugated sheet to the length of the sheet after corrugation. This ratio
can be detemined in a number of way6.

By using equations (6) snd (8), equation (5) beccmes

(9)

The values of n, K, and r me related to the shape of the cells. The
first two can be combined into a single constant that csn be determined
expertintal.ly. Formula (9) for the specific crushing strer@h of the
honeycouibcore then becomes

Ps = :.”” [~]”” (lo)

-—

—
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1/3

K’
6=

Yn

This formula can Ie simplified further if the hcneyco?ibcorac ar,s
all made of the same material: three,

‘8 “[ A-r’= - (11)

1/3 2/a

in which c = ‘E Pp J and can he evaluated from expertieats in
43 ___

.

s

—

which the other quantities in equation (11) have been measured,

The value of c will remain constant even for different materials,
provided the modulus of elasticity and the proportional limit vary df– .

rectly with the epecific ~avity. This is approximately true for a
paper impregnated with a resin. If the resin ccntent varies over a lidted
range, the modulus of elasticity and the proportional limit will be rcmghly ‘
proyorti,onalto the specific gravity.

The value of c is particularly useful in the comparison of-two
honeycomticores having different cell shapes and made of different mate--
rials. If specimens of two such coree do nut have identical apparent
specific ~avities, a cmparison of their specific compressive strerq@h8
is not proper because the apparent compressim stieng~ d~s not v~Y
directly with the apparent cpecific gravity. A ccmpariscrnof the valueti
of c for the two cores, however, is accurate inasmuc”has such a com-
pari~on yields a ratio identical to that which would be o%tairiedif
specimens of like specific gravities were ccmpared, The dinmmions of c
are those cf a specific stress and therefore c might be called the fun-
damental specific ccmpreaslve stiess.

EXPERIMENTAL VXRIl?ICATION

Seven blocks of honeycomb core material were fabricated by using a r
polystyrene contact resin. Three of the blccks were made of chestnut
chfp paper and four of kraft paper. A different thickr.essof paper was
used in each block to obtain core materials having different values of .

apparent specifio gravity. The chestnut chip core materiels were made In

.
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two different cell sizes of similar shape to obtain a greater range in ap-
parent specific grarity tkan COfld other~”is~be ob*@d= Spectiens werg. ..—
cut from these lil.~~cksand tasted in compression. The resulting data are
gjJwn ~.n-staZ~.Le1.

—

From formula (11):

c‘pa [“;’8r “(12)

When appropriate values from table 1 are suhstitute$ in this formula,

[ 1
2/3

5280
1.23 x 1.41 -0.101

c1 = = 33,800
0.1o1

Sfmilerly, C2 = 33,700

c~ = 31,900

Average = 33,100

OF-3 = 26,300

c&4 = !25,000

CF=
s 23,100

cF~ = 25,100

A~erage = 24,900

The reasonably close check cf the values obtained for the constant
c for the three cores made of cheetnut chip paper and for the four cores
maik of tiaft paper indicates that equaticn (11) Is a reasonable one.

The higher values of c obtained from the core materiel in which
the chestr.utchip paper was used indicate that this paper ip the better

, of the two. The average valus of c for the core materials can be sub–
stituted in equation (11). For example, when the average value or c
for the cores made of chestzmt chip paper is substituted,

.

2/3,

Pa = 33,100 r ‘a
1 1 (13) “-”-

1.23g --ga



a

This equation.willprobably be valid f“orall honeyccmb
material and having cells similar in shape to those of

Formula (13) canbe used to determine the apparent specific gravity
of this type of honeycomb core that will Just meet a requirement of a
specific compressive strength of 1000 psi. It may be aseumed W.-itthe
specific gravity of the paper will be the -averageof the values obtainod
from test specimens or 1.422 for the chestnut chip paper. Bj’mhetitu-
tion in formula (13\,

r 6a 1
2/3

1000 = 33,100
LI,23 x 1.422- ga

The apparent specific gravity i~ then found to be ~

ga = 0.00916
.

Although this material would meet the specific compressive strer??thre-
quirement, the appsrent comyessive strength would be.only 9.16 psi,
which is probably too low to be useful. Further, equat.don(8) yields
in this case

h 0.00916

‘= 1.23 x 1.422-0.00916
= 0.0Q53

a

Thus, the thickness of the cell wall would be about five-thousandths of
the corrugation height. Such a honeyoomb core is difficult to manu-
facture by methods available at the present time, and alao, it Is not
certain that equation (13) applies accurately to honeyaanb cores having
euch thin cell walls. Honeycomb cores of this type with thicker cell
walls will have a specific compressive strength in excess of 1000 psi.

By using the average values of c,%, and g @ fcrmula (11) ~cr
each of the two types of honeyccm%s (cheat.nutchip and kraft paper base),
values of app~ent compressive strength for va@ous apparent specific
gravities were obtained, and the curves of.apparent specific gravity
against apperent compressive strength were..ti”aw(fig”;7). Test valuea “
of the apparent compreeBive strength for the apparent specific gravities
of the sample honeycombs are also Qhown, It may be noted that +Ae ex-
perimental values deviati slightly frnm the aurves. _Phis deviation may _

.

be due in part to the variation in the specific gravity of the impregnate
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payers (COI. 8, table I). In general, the data verify formula (11) rea-
sonably well for honeyccmb structures made of the same paper and ccntact
resin and having cells of sinilar shape.

Forest Products Laboratory, Forest Service,
U. S. Department of Agriculture,

Madison, Wis., August 2’7,1946.

1. March, H. W.: Buckling of
or Combined Compression
1316, April 19~2.
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Flat Plywood Plates in Compression, Slnear,
and Sheer. Forest Prod. Lab. Rep. Mimeo.

2. Norris, C. B., Voss, A. W., and McKinnon, P. F.: SUPPlmnt ~ BLcklinf3
of Flat Ylywood Plates in Compression, Shear, or Combined Compression
and Shear. Forest Prod. Lab, Rep. Mmeo. 131&I, March 191+5.
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TABLE I.- sCMEPS~ AEO DIMENSICHAL CEARAC!l’HtISTICSLW HCUEYUMB ~ FABRICA!lZD~CM

CBEH13UT C~MDKRAFI’ PAJ?ERSWITH AP~ C@?l?ACTRESIN

BaEe
paper

(1)

Cbestm
chip

PO.

Eraft

Do:

h.

Do.

(2]

1

2

3

ii-3

3+4

F+

Apparent
caru- Apparent Speciffc 13pclfic Sp8ciflc

Ihnabergatim cmgres- ccalprel3-gavi~ gravity Thlokmm of
of t!estflute Biv-e Sivu of of material
values Qpe Strengtq Sbwwtq Cm’e, wtir~~ (Etpprox.),

Pa PB ga g h

(pat) (pBi) (ii. )

(3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9)

2 I AI 533 I 5280

I

0.101

I

1.41

I

0.011

4 3Cr2A 4C30 o. q4 1.49 O.oq

2 B 1065 6920 0.1$ 1.37 O.oca

5 B 735 5120 0.143 1.41 O.od+

5 I B I 779I 5160 O.lZL M6 I o. Oai

5 I B
I

932 I 5410 O.lm I 1.33
I

O.oa!

> B 1293 6100 O.’u? 1.35 0.009

=-L
(10) I (u)

0.158

I
0.34

0.158 0.36

+

--=-4=-
0.058 0.386

llatio,=

r

.(12)

1.23

1.23

1.23

1.28

1.30

1.34

1.47

hatio of the developed (ariglnal) length of the c~ted sheet to * length of the abt efter corme
gatlon.

‘i
t

. . .
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Figure 1. --sketch of honeycomb

core material.

l-- (/Oc —~”
.

Figure 6.--Sketch of’

of’ honeycomb core
an element
material.

Figs. 1,6
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LEGEND’ tm>EXPERIMENTAL VALUES FOR CORE :
A- WES7WT CHIP PAPER
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Figure 7. --Apparent compressive strength of honeycomb cores parallel
to cell openings, plotted against apparent specific gravity.

(Curves computed from formula (11).)
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